OFFICE ORDER (13/2014)

Sub: Considering pre-revised rate of allotment for computation of various miscellaneous charges in case of revision in rate of allotment of industrial areas.

An agenda item (27) was placed before the Infrastructure Development Committee of the Board of Directors of RICO in its meeting held on 26.02.2014 for considering pre-revised rate of allotment for computation of various miscellaneous charges in case of revision in rate of allotment of industrial areas. The committee decided that in case of revision in the rate of allotment of an industrial area, the pre-revised rate of allotment shall be the rate for computing the cited charges on the date of deposition in the following situations:

1. Demand notice has already been issued for deposition of charges bases on pre-revised rate of allotment within a specific period mentioned in the notice and the party deposits the same within the specified period. In case, the amount is not deposited within the specified period then revised rate of allotment will be made applicable for computation of the said charges.

2. An appeal against cancellation is decided by the competent authority at the time of pre-revised rate of allotment of the industrial area, then demand notice for deposition of various charges will be issued bases on pre-revised rate of allotment even after revised rate of allotment has been made effective. In case, the amount is not deposited within the specified period of the demand note then revised rate of allotment will be made applicable for computation of the said charges.

3. Board/IDC/Competent waiver committee has decided to waive the part charges at the time of pre-revised rate of allotment, then
demand notice for deposition of remaining charges will be issued based on pre-revised rate of allotment even after revised rate of allotment has been made effective. In case, the amount is not deposited within the specified period of the demand note then revised rate of allotment will be made applicable for computation of the said charges.

The above amendments will be in supersession to all previous orders issued earlier on the subject matter.

Copy to:
1. FA/Advisor (A&M)
2. Secretary
3. CGM (AKG)/
4. GM (BP)/AGM (Finance)
5. GM (Appraisal)
6. GM (Infra/ PR)
7. OSD (IT)/OSD (Land)/ OSD (New Delhi, RIICO)
8. DGM (IT) – for uploading on website.
9. Sr. DGM (Docu.) /Sr. DGM (Law)/ Sr.LO
10. All Unit Heads -------
11. P&D Cell Officers:
   Sr. DGM (Tech.-II)/Sr.RM (P&D) (SKS) /Sr.RM (KCS)/Sr.RM (P&D) (SKG)
12. RM (P&D) (VKJ)/RM (M&C) /
13. Manager (Planning)/DTP
14. SI (P&D) (RGS)/ (SRK)

Copy also to:
I. Sr. PS to Chairman, RIICO
II. PS to MD, RIICO
III. APS to ED, RIICO
IV. PS to Advisor (Infra)

Sr. RM (P&D)